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Intravenous sedation

Your dentist has talked to you about having your treatment carried out 
using intravenous sedation. This leaflet aims to describe what is meant 
by intravenous sedation, what to expect and how it will make you feel.

Assessment appointment

Firstly you will be asked to attend an assessment appointment where 
your blood pressure, pulse and oxygen saturation (the amount of 
oxygen in your blood) will be taken. At this appointment we will also 
take full details of your medical history.

This is a good opportunity to meet the rest of the team and become 
familiar with the surroundings.

On the day of your dental appointment

On the day of your dental appointment you will be asked not to eat or 
drink for 2 hours before your appointment time. You must be 
accompanied by a responsible adult who can remain with you for the 
rest of the day and overnight. Full details of the instructions before and 
after sedation will be given to you at your assessment appointment.

How will I be sedated?

A nurse will squeeze your arm as the cannula is inserted.  The sedative 
will be given a bit at a time until you are completely relaxed.

Will I be put to sleep?

You will not go to sleep, but will feel calm and relaxed. You will be able 
to respond to commands such as “open your mouth”, “take a deep 
breath” or “open your eyes”. You will not be bothered by what is 
happening to you.
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How will I be monitored?

Your breathing will be monitored throughout by the dental staff.  They 
may use a pulse oximeter. This machine has a peg that fits onto the end 
of your finger, this tells us your pulse and the amount of oxygen in your 
blood. You may be asked to remove nail polish to allow the machine to 
work properly.

What happens afterwards?

After treatment is complete you and your escort will be taken to a 
recovery area where you will be offered a drink of tea or coffee and 
asked to remain for at least one hour. You will not be allowed to leave 
until you are fully recovered.

For the rest of the day you must stay quietly at home, carefully following 
the instructions given to you. You must have another adult with you to 
look after you overnight.

Who do I speak to if I have any questions?

If you have any questions or concerns about your dental treatment the 
dental staff will be happy to talk to you. Please contact them on your 
usual clinic telephone number.
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